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Outline

I Introduction to stable matching problems and its applications

I Special features: couples, ties, lower and common quotas
(Scottish Foundation Allocation Scheme, Hungarian higher
education matching scheme)

I Kidney exchanges (UK kidney exchange program)

I Auctions (Google sponsored search auction)

I Future plans



Stable marriage problem by Gale and Shapley [1962]

“College admission and the stability of marriage”
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“Each person ranks those of
the opposite sex in accordance
with his or her preferences for a
marriage partner.”

A set of marriages is stable, if there
is no “blocking pair”: a man and a
woman who are not married to each
other but prefer each other to their
actual mates.

Gale-Shapley 1962: The deferred-acceptance algorithm finds a
stable matching.

This matching is man-optimal.
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SM + quotas: College Admissions (CA)

The solution by the Gale-Shapley mechanism is

I fair: an application is rejected by a college only if its quota is
filled with better applicants (i.e., the matching is stable).

I student-optimal: no student could be admitted to a better
college in any other fair solution.

The automated procedure based on the Gale-Shapley algorithm is

I fast: the running time is linear in the number of applications
(10 seconds in Hungary, would be ∼1 minutes in the UK and
∼15 minutes in China).

I strategy-proof: no student can be better off by cheating.

An economic benefit of having a coordinated system:

I Popular colleges always obtain their targeted numbers
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The Gale–Shapley algorithm in practice

Allocating residents to positions:

I National Resident Matching Program since 1952!

I and many other professions in the US and other countries...
(e.g., Scottish Foundation Allocation Scheme)

Admission systems in education:

I New York high schools since 2004,
Boston high schools since 2005

I Higher education admissions in Spain (1998)

I Higher education admissions in Hungary since 1985

I Secondary school admissions in Hungary since 2000
(Original CA model and Gale–Shapley algorithm!)
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Hospitals / Residents problem with couples

National Resident Matching Program (since 2009 in SFAS too)
Couples can submit joint preference lists...

Applicants: Bill Adam and Eve
1st choice: Queens (Memorial, Queens)
2nd choice: Memorial

the ranking of NY Queens Hospital: Eve, Bill
the ranking of NY Memorial Hospital: Bill, Adam

Roth (1984): Stable matching may not exist.

Ronn (1990): The related decision problem is NP-complete.

B.-Irving (2010-wp):
NP-complete even for master lists (relevance in SFAS)

Heuristics are used in applications (by Glasgow group for SFAS)
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TIES: Break them! But how?
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I E.g., pupils with the same priority at some
school

I The ties are broken by lottery (NY, Boston)

I Some outcomes are larger than others!

Manlove et al. (2002): The problem of finding a maximum size
weakly stable matching (by breaking the ties in some way) is
NP-hard.

Heuristics in the Scottish Foundation Allocation Scheme (SFAS)
2009: 735 residents, 51 hospitals, total capacity 744.
Maximum size weakly stable matching found was of size 700.
(Lottery would result a matching of size 680.)

No mechanism that produces a maximum size matching can be
strategy-proof!
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I E.g., pupils with the same priority at
some school

I The ties are broken by lottery (NY,
Boston)

I Pareto-improvements may be possible!
(whilst keeping the stability)

Erdil-Ergil (2008): We can check for Pareto-improvements in
polynomial time (“stable improvement cycle mechanism”).

New York high schools:
Around 2-3% or the student could improve without hurting
anybody... (and keeping the stability of the solution)

But this mechanism is not strategy-proof either...
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TIES: Don’t break! Equal treatment policy...
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I E.g., students with the same score at some
college

I Either all or none of them are admitted
(Hungary, Spain, China(?))

I Stable score-limit: no over-demanded college
can decrease its score-limit without violating its
quota.

B. (2007): The generalised student / college-oriented GS
algorithms find student / college-optimal stable score-limits.

Hungarian higher education matching scheme:
The college-oriented version has been replaced by the
applicant-oriented version in 2007.

These algorithms are not strategy-proof!
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College Admissions + lower and common quotas

Hungarian higher education matching scheme
Every college can have a lower quota (besides the upper quotas)
and some sets of colleges can have a common upper quota...

B.-Fleiner-Irving-Manlove (2010-TCS):
CA with lower quotas: stable matching may not exist, and the
related decision problem is NP-complete.
CA with common quotas: if the set system is nested then stable
matching always exists and Gale-Shapley type algorithms output
optimal solutions (for either side); otherwise, stable matching may
not exist, and the related decision problem is NP-complete.

Heuristics are used in the applications (consultancy by our group)
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Dynamics of matching markets (bipartite and nonbipartite)

Main models:

I better response dynamics

I best response dynamics

I random order mechanism

Roth-Vande Vate (1990), Diamantoudi-Miyagawa-Xue (2004):
Convergence to stability is guaranteed for better responses
(Alternative proof in B.-Norman (2010-wp))

Ackermann-Goldberg-Mirrokni-Röglin-Vöcking (2008):
But the convergence might take exponential time...
(An experimental study in B.-Norman (2010-wp))

Blum-Roth-Rothblum (1997), B.-Cechlárova-Fleiner (2008-IJGT):
The lastcomer always gets his/her best stable partner in ROM
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Exchange problems with bounded lengths

Kidney exchange programs (US, the Nederlands, UK...)
Patients needing transplant exchange their incompatible donors
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Utilities of donations are determined by immunological factors

∼ cycle packing problem

set of 2-way exchanges ⇐⇒ matching in an undirected graph
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Exchange problems with bounded lengths

Kidney exchange programs (US, the Nederlands, UK...)
Patients needed transplant exchange their incompatible donors

B.-McDermid (2008-COMSOC, 2010-Algorithmica):
Stable 2-3-way exchange may not exist, and the related problem is
NP-complete, even for tripartite graphs.

B.-Manlove-Rizzi (2009-DMAA):
The problem of finding a maximum size/weight 2-3-way exchange
is NP-complete. But there is an O(2

m
2 )-time exact algorithm.

Implemented for NHS Blood and Transplant
(we used it together with an alternative IP-method)
led to at least 68 successful transplants since 2007, including six
3-way exchanges
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SM with payments ∼ Assignment Game → Auctions

Google’s AdWords auction
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Stability: no blocking pair (with an appropriate payment)
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Stable matchings with or without payments
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Future plans

Theoretical research:

I cooperative game theory (e.g. Scarf lemma and its
applications)

I matching problems with NTU (e.g. matching with couples,
dynamics of matching markets, stable score-limits)

I matching problems with TU (e.g. matching game, auctions)

New applications?

I Hungary: primary school choice, resident allocation, kidney
exchanges

I Europe: student admissions (primary and secondary schools,
higher education), resident allocation, kidney exchanges,
frequency auctions

I worldwide: sponsored search auctions, chess pairings by FIDE
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